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Agenda
• What is deterrence?   
• A review of Analytic Methods















































b bl ‘ k bl ’     pro a y  un nowa e  
No one wants to be in the position of finding a problem both important
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Difficulties: Coding data model specification descriptive–      ,    ,   
statistics.  Presupposes model format.
– Huth, Signoriono




















Everywhere’ we should prioritize what we wish to deter
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/ l it tideterrents a use    oose s ua on.
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Kent’s Model of deterrence
First strike Stability Index:     
1 1A BFSSI C C, ,
,2 ,2A BC C
 
Where: C represents costs; several definitions have been used 























leaders not the nation writ large,          .
• Data Sources:  Huth (1988), EUgene,  POLITY datasets.
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Case Study:  Germany vs. Britain / 




















       
1939
• Adoption of Game‐Changing 







Status of United States’ Deterrence 
Today:
• Strategic Forces:  Largest and most combat‐
ready in the world     
• Afghanistan Campaign:  





Deterrence:  Other Domains 
• Nuclear Terrorists 
C b• y er
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A Paradox (from First Strike 
Stability_)
• “Proliferation – Escalation” Paradox:
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Fin.
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